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World Maps Continent 1-Altar Cave 2-your 3-Kazus 4-Cid' airship 5-Castle Sasune 6-Closed Cave 7-Canaan 8-Dragon's Peak 9-Healing Copse 10-Tozus 11-Viking's Cove 12Nepto Temple 13-Tokkul 14-Gulgan Gultch 15-Village of Ancients 16-Tower of Owen 17-Dwarven Hollows 18-Molten Cave 19-Hein's Castle 20-Castle Argus 21-Gysahl Village 22-
Bahamut's Cave 23-Lake Dohr A-Chocobo Forest World 2A 1-Floating Continent 2-Wrecked Ship 3-Temple of Water 4-Cave of TideS World 2B 1-Amur 2-Goldor Manor 2-Goldor Manor 2-Goldor Manor 3-Castle Sarona 4A-Northwest Sarona 4B-Northeast Sarona 4C-Southwest Sarona 4D-Southeast Sarona 5-Doga's Manor 6-Ancient Ruins 7-Cave of
Shadows 8-Ancient's Maze Crystal Tower 10-Duster 11-Replito 12Doga's Village 13-Falgabard 14-Unei's Shrine World 2 Underwater 1-Temple of Time 2-Sunken Cave 3-Doga's Village 4-Saronia Catacombs 5-Secret Dungeon (DS) FlagView History of Adventures riding submarines Enemies: Killer Hermit, Aegir, Ologhai, Kelpie, Peryton, Zombie Dragon,
Eater, Death Claw, Balor, Cenchos, Kyklops, Fachan, Boss Troll, Ouroboros, Odin (boss). Entries: Chad, Tiger Claws, Dual Tomahawk, Ancient Sword, Diamond Shield, Metal Knuckles, Diamond Helm, Cognitome, Diamond Mail, Air Knife, Phoenix Down, Elixir (x5), Diamond Gloves, Trident, Aegis Shield (x2), Mirror Mail (x2), Triton Hammer, Golem
Personal, Rune Bell, Heavy Lance, Phoenix Down (x4), Catastro Summon. The sunken cave is our next destination, although it is purely optional to go there. It's worth going there, because as always, experience and gathering can never hurt... plus, there are some items out there that are useful as well. To find this underwater cave (hence the name, of
course), just take the gander to your world map. Look at this map in the southeast corner, and you'll see an island shaped like a triangle. Fly your ship to this island, then get underwater nearby. On the right side of the small land mass, you will find the cave entrance. The first area of the cave is sufficiently straight forward; Just run south, then west, then south
again. This will take you to the door, which will allow you to access the next area. In this area, you need to keep an eye on three things. Where you enter the room, think of yourself as four tracks that extend in four different directions... because you're actually in that environment. The northwest road holds the chacha. There's some Tiger Claws on the way
northeast. And the road southwest has a Dual Tomahawk. Once you've grabbed all three, then go southeast because it will bring you to the next area. This area here is literally covered in treasure... but not all of it is so easy to get. Actually, a lot of it's far away. Head south where you enter the room. Ignore the path that now leads to the left as you cross the
first bridge, and instead cross the second bridge and grab to the left of the Ancient Sword. South of the previous runway there are four other treasures sitting there waiting for you - Diamond Shield, Diamond Helm, Metal Knuckles and Cognitome. When we have your hands in hand, back to the left lane that we last-we told you to ignore. If you cross the first
bridge, you'll soon find more treasure. Four chests can be found on this particular platform, holding an air knife, some Diamond Mail, Loki Harp and some Diamond Bracers. After grabbing them, head south over another bridge, where three more treasure chests can be found. The things you can grab here are Phoenix Down, Elixir and Diamond Gloves. Boy,
are you taking the merchandise right now? But believe it or not, even though it looks like you've hit a dead end, there's even more to see, and more to gain. You might want to leave the dungeon at that moment, head back to dry land, heal in a nearby town and then save your game before continuing. From the area where you grabbed the last three things,
you can head left through the hidden aisle. There are four other treasure chests with four valuable things, but they are guarded by the enemies and may not be easy to throw away. Trident is guarded by Peryton. Aegis Shield is guarded by zombie dragon. Triton's hammer is guarded by an eater. Mirror the letters guarded by the Claw of Death. Did you get all
this? Good! Now you can retreat from that dungeon. Now that you're back in the air, buckle up and go to our next destination of light weight. This one's a little closer to where we used to work. Actually, it's right beneath it. Fly to Saronia. In the south-east of the kingdom's walls, there's a dramatic 90-degree angle in the geography of the water. Here, use the
submarine option for your craft to go underwater, and enter Saronia Catacombs. From the original area of the catacombs, just run north and through the door to the next area. Here, just follow the linear corridor, heading north, and then starting to head west. At the end of the westbound road, you must head north to reach the next area. The fork cracks here.
First, head to the right, following the linear trail of the dead end, where three treasure chests can be found, which includes Golem Staff, Rune Bell and Aegis Shield. Then go back to the fork and go left. Go north up some stairs to wear the right little find some Mirror Mail before rejoining the way up and around. As you head for the exit from this room, be sure
to grab the chest of the Heavy Peak. It may not seem possible, but in this area, you can head to the northeast corner and then continue east along the invisible corridor. At the other end, there's a small room with eight treasure chests inside. The four lined at the top of the room have four Elixirs within, and are guarded by enemies called Ouroboros (nothing is
free!) Four along the space at the bottom include four Phoenix Downs, but you have to fight enemies of them as well, this time with four Cenchos. If you grab all these items, go back to the left and then up the stairs that will lead north. You're running into Odin standing on this platform. Talk to him to get him involved in the battle. Info: HP: 32000 | Gil: 16 800 |
Experience: 5000 Odin is quite a scary enemy to do battle, but in the end, at this point in the game he has something to emphasize. As long as you remain aware of your health throughout the battle and heal if necessary, you should be able to adequately deal with Odin's double attack capabilities (just means he will be attacked twice in the ring in battle).
How do you take care of him? Well, smart attacks are the most effective thing against him, although different types of high-level magic works as well (we cast Aeroga and Bio him in the most rounds to slowly chip away at his health in addition to our Monk and Knight slamming him for physical attacks). The enemy has over 30,000 HP to support him, but that
makes him sound stronger and more powerful than he really is. To be honest, he's only going to last a round if you really go for him. And get on him, you should. As a result of winning this battle, the astroastro will receive the subpoena as yours. Pretty cool when we say it ourselves. The newly appointed King of Saronia, Alus, thanks the Light Warriors for
ending the civil war. In a sign of gratitude, he gave them a new and powerful airship, the Nautilus. Due to its high speed, the Nautilus can fly against strong wind currents from the Dalg continent's canyon, which means the new site is open for exploration. Water Crystal jobs Famicom original 3D remakes Notes Physical Attackers Dragoon Viking (Black Belt)
Dragoon Viking Dark Knight Hold One Dragoon from the previous chapter. The Dark Knight is currently naked, ie unusable; the equipment needed for this work will become available in the next chapter. Healers the Dark Knight Bard Famicom The Dark Knight and the Remade Bard are weak healers. Do you agree to the challenge, or do you chicken out and
use outdated work? In Famicom original, you need to keep using Ranger Healing until the Dark Knight devices become available (next chapter). Special skills bard evoker Geomancer Evoker Famicom Bard is useful only if there are at least two physical attackers in the party. Wait till the Black Knight finishes the next chapter. In the original Faminom,
Geomancer is particularly effective underwater. Building the Evoker to provide further improvement and support, as well as the use of powerful subpoenas in the next chapter. Recommended party: Dragoon (physical attacker) Bard (3D) or Ranger (NES) (healer) Evoker (special skills and healer) Geomancer (special skills; The landscape is very efficient
underwater, especially on the NES original) World map. Click To Zoom In. Now that you have the Nautilus, and the gales blocking you from reaching Dalg are gone, you can travel more around the world! First, let's explore the surrounding cities, which are sure to sell new items for their work. If you picked up all the equipment in the last few dungeons and
treasure rooms, you should have equipment for the following classes: Dragoon (two different spellcasting spears, armor, helm) Viking (spellcasting hammer, armor, helm) Geomancer (status-inducing bell, armor, rune, rune bracers) You also have some powerful arrows ranger and new weapon Thief. Unfortunately, the next dungeon must be stopped, while
mini, so physical attacks are useless. Status-inducing weapons like Earth Bell and Medusa's arrow are also ineffective. You need a party that can launch a lot of magical attacks. Here's what we recommend: Has one Dragoon equipped with spellcasting Wind Spear and Thunder Spear, but no shield; researcher (3D) or programmer (NES) for healing; and
Geomancer landscape capability. You can choose any spellcasting work from your fourth slot: Evoker, Black Mage or Red Mage equipped with Light Rod. Try Evoker, because it's new, but if you want to replace it, feel free. Evoker shares gear with other magic jobs, so you can switch easily. If you did not examine Duster before landing saronia, you may
notice that your Geomancer and Evoker do not have main equipment. Go to Duster first to fix it. Duster[edit] Items in italia may not need to be purchased because they can be found for free. Item Store Gun Shop Armor Shop Items Cost Weapons Cost Armor Cost Hi-Potion 1200/600 Diamond Bell 4500 Gaia Vest 4200/7600 Gold Needle 300/100 Madhura
Harp 8000/1000 Bard Vest 5500 Maiden's Kiss 100 Loki Harp (3D) 1200 00 Feather hat 8000/6000 Echo Herbs 100 Lamia Harp (3D) 12000 Rune Bracers 5000 Mallet 100 Dream Harp (3D) 12000 Eye Drops 40 Antidote 80 Gysahl Greens 150 Gnomish Bread 200 Southeast Saronia on the Island of Duster; Home to many Bards who happily sing you a tune,
so be sure to turn your game volume when chatting to a villager! In this city you can buy two Feathered Hat for Geomancer and Evoker. Consider buying a Bard Vest if you have money, but if it's too expensive, you can always come back later. Here are two hidden things, both Earth drums. The first is on the northwest side of the city, next to the Bard, who
plays the record catch music. The other is in the northeast of the city, next to the Bard, who plays Chocobo music. After the Bards' beautiful cere, head to Replito. Replito[edit] Convenience Store Magic shop Items Cost spells Cost Hi-Potion 1200/600 Escape 100 Gold Needle Icen 700/7000 Maiden's kiss 100 Spark 1500/7000 Echo herbs 100 Heatra
3000/7000 Mallet 100 Hyper 5000/7000 Eye drops 40 Antidote 80 Gysahl Greens 150 Gishnom Bread 200 Rep Northwest Saronia. If you want to level your characters a little bit, you can land northwest of Saronia and walk there. Most people who live in Replito are Evokers, so naturally you can buy five spells of Summonr (and later Summoner) in a magic
shop. A lonely Gulgan hides among trees in the east of the city. He's going to tell you that someone's trying to fill the dark in this world, which isn't the first time it's happened. But the imbalance between darkness and light destroys them both. Once you have finished his ominous speech, look west to find him hidden in Phoenix Down. You will find two Turtle
Shell hidden around the city. The first is a tree on the north side of the house on the northwest side of the city, and the second is a tree on the east side of the house on the southwest side of the city. There are also two hidden Elixirs. One is hidden in a forest in the west of the city. The second takes a little more effort to reach out. You may have noticed that
one house at the northern end of the city has a different color. Go down the back of this house and go down when you're at the east end to enter the back door. Inside is a secret passage through the eastern wall that obscures the last Elixir. Doga Manor, fly south from Duster until you reach the land: the Dalg Continent. Follow the coast to the southwest until
you see the peninsula heading south, with a small area of forest. Go north through the mountains and continue north on the fork's way. Land the airship on the grass patch and enter Doga Manor. Here you will find yourself accosted by Moogles! Fortunately, Doga shows up and recognizes you as Warriors of Light. He explains that the Great Sweet Aaal gave
unei, doga and xande gifts. Xande apparently wasn't too pleased with the gift of her mortality and stopped time to become immortal. Now that you've continued the flow of time, Xande is on the move to stop it again. Doga joins your party and asks you to take him to the cave and tell him how to access the comfort of the mansion. Now you can meet Doga
Manor. In 3D versions, moogle allows you to access mognet to read letters. Item Store Magic Shop Items Cost spells Cost Hi-Potion 1200/600 Firaga 10000 Gold Needle 300/100 Bio 10,000 Maiden's Kiss 100 Warp 10000 Echo Herbs 100 Aeroga 10,000 Malle 100 Stona 10000 Eye Drops 40 Hasty 10,000 Antidote 80 Curaga 5000 Gysahl Greens 150 Raise
5000 Second Floor, which can be used gysahl Greens on the candlestick east wing to call Fat Chocobo. Two Moogles behind the counters sell items and magic. Stock up on any healing or status items you may need and consider buying some high-level magic from other Moogle. Remember You need a lot of strong magic if you're a Mini! Haste is probably
useful later, so consider picking up that up as well. On the third floor, explore the pot with your HP and MP to restore it, and explore the book to revive all fallen party members. When you're ready, examine the candlestick to the right of the magical healing pot and open the hidden passage. Circular Cave[edit] There's one more thing to do before you enter the
Circle cave: cast the Mini on your side. Then you will be able to enter. In 3D versions of the game, the path through the cave is quite linear: go to the left side of the screen to the right. The only challenge comes in the form of strong monsters, but your magic team (especially Geomancer's Cave-In) takes them quickly. In the NES version, the path is less linear,
but all roads eventually meet in the same place. On the first floor, go south, then west at the first crossroads. Continue west until you find the stairs down to the second floor. East on the second floor and follow the west side. Go downstairs to the third floor. On the third floor, go west, then south, continuing south along the crossroads. Step into the magic circle
on the third floor to be teleported to a small room. Doga tells your party that its time is running out, and quickly casts a spell to allow nautilus to travel underwater. He will guide you to visit the Time Temple to bring the bones of Noah, which awakens Unei. Doga is leaving your party to go look for Eurekan Key, teleporting you back to your mansion. If you need
to heal, let yourself back in the Doga manor to drink the magic HP/MP pot again. He doesn't mind. Studying the bottom of the sea (optional) Doga never said it was going to be a good submarine. Second, you can't get out and swim. Your party can attack underwater for various marine life, and background changes in the underwater scene. Travel faster
underwater... Cannot. Just fly over the surface of the water to your destination, then dive into the Nautilus. If you use Sight or Gnomish Bread you will see an underwater version of the map and three visited locations marked. Since we're pretty close, we'll visit the village of Doga first. Doga's Village[edit] Magic shop (N) Magic shop (NE) Magic shop (SE)
Magic shop (Center) Magic shop (SW) Magic shop (NW) Weather Cost spells Cost spells Cost weather Cost Nupi 1500 Break 3000 Quake 20 000 Firaga 10 Thundaga 5000 Escape 100 Blizzara 1500 Blizzaga 3000 Breakga 20000 Bio 10000 Raze 5000 cen 700/7000 Thundara 15 00 Shade 3000 Drain 20,000 Warp 10000 Delete 5000 Spark 1500/7000
Cura 1500 Scales 3000 Curaja 20000 Aeroga 10000 Curaga 5000 Heatra 3 0 00/7000 Teleport 1500 Confusion 3000 Esuna 20000 Stona 10000 Raise 5000 Hyper 5000/7000 Blindna 1500 Silence 3000 Reflective 20000 Hurry Protect 5000 Curaga 5000 Raise 5000 You may have noticed a small village surrounded by mountains east of Doga Manor. But
now that the Nautilus can go underwater, you discover a secret about the lake in front of the village: it's connected to the ocean. Fly east of the village and water rheumatism nautilus. Follow the path that looks like a dead end, then return to the surface. Land next to the village and head for me. As the name suggests, this is Doga's Village, named not because
Doga came from here, but it is because the village sells only ancient weather created by Doga itself. Most of Doga's Village's Black Mage residents are magic shopkeepers, and there's not even an inn! Buy all the strong magic spells you can use, and you can afford to leave when you're ready. There are no hidden items. Sunken Cave[edit] Sunken Cave
Checklist: Equipment Dual Tomahawk Diamond Shield (NES) / Chadram (3D) Defender Sword (NES) / Tiger Claws (3D) Loki Harp Ancient Sword Air Knife Black Hole (NES) / Cognitome (3D) Bac Chus Wine (NES) / Metal Knuckles (3D) Diamond Shield Diamond Armor Helm Diamond Gloves Diamond Bracers Blood Spear (NES) / Trident (3D) Triton
Hammer Aegis Shield Reflective Armor Items This is an optional dungeon with many powerful new equipment. Some chests are trapped, which means monsters will attack you when they open them. Take the opportunity to level up your characters if they have felt a little weak lately. There's no treasure on the ground floor, so go southwest to the second-floor
stairs. There are many options on the second floor. Head northeast to find either defender sword (NES) or 3D.) chest. Back to the stairs, and go west to find diamond shield (NES) or Chacharam (3D). Go south of the stairs and head southwest at the crossroads to find the Dual Tomahawk. Back to the crossroads and go east, down the stairs. There's a lot of
treasure on the third floor to make up for the disappointing first floor. Go south and cross two bridges. Before you cross the third, head west and open your chest for the Ancient Sword. Proceed south and cross the final bridge to four breasts. Chests include Diamond Shield, Bacchus' Wine (NES) / Metal Knuckles (3D), Diamond Helm, Black Hole (NES) /
Cognitome (3D). Cross back over two bridges, then go west with four more breasts from Diamond Mail, Loki Harp, Diamond Bracers and Air Knife. Head south across the second bridge to find three breasts with Phoenix Down, Elixir and Diamond Gloves. There are still more chests to find here; Take a secret passage west of the wall to find four breasts.
However, these four chests are guarded by monsters, so make sure you've healed before opening one. The chests of drawers are content: Aegis Shield, guarded by Zombie Dragon Trident, guarded by the Peryton Mirror Mail, guarded by Death Claw Triton Hammer, guarded by The Eater Once you've opened the last chest of the secret passage, you've
finished the Sunken Cave. or walk back to the entrance. Saronia Catacombs[edit] Saronia Catacombs Checklist: Equipment Golem Staff Diamond Bell (NES)/ Rune Bell (3D) Gaea Robe (NES)/ Heavy Lance (3D) Aegis Shield Reflect Armor Items Phoenix Down x 4 Elixir x 4 Recommended Feast: Warrior (consider completing temple of time first get defender
if you would rather not devote half the slot to protect) Dragoon Thief (at least work level 71, to be able to steal Gungnir from Odin) White Mage or Red Mage (use Protect) Saronia Catacombs is the last resting place of the Kraken you won earlier in the game, and of course, it seems that he does not want to stay dead. You may find yourself attacked by this
alternative color of the Kraken, Cenchos, while wandering the dungeon, and he can still be attacked twice per turn. Make sure to bring lots of eye drops and Gold Needle as lesser monsters can generate blind and petrify. If you're undeterred by the idea of a zombie-Kraken lurking in you, and really need to get looted, then continue! Don't forget that you can
use teleport while outside to fight to escape this cave if necessary. In the first room, proceed straight on to floor 2. Floor 2 is also quite linear without hidden treasure, so just cross the room and take the stairs next door. Not far from the third floor, there are two branching roads. The road to the next floor is at the end of the west road, so head east and look for
the treasure first. Go east and then go east on the first road to reach the coffin with Golem Staff. Go back to the main road and proceed north, then east. Two breasts at the end of the hall include Gaia Robe and Aegis Shield. If you play the 3D version of the game, the path north of the two chests is much shorter, and the chest contents are different: Rune Bell
instead of Gaia Robe. The other breast with Aegis Shield is unchanged. Go back to the third-floor entrance and continue west. Take the first west road to reflect the Mail. On the NES version, go around the corner and continue the west split for Giyaman Bell. In 3D versions of the game, run down the stairs and grab the chest, with Heavy Lance. Go upstairs
later. On the fourth floor there is a large open room with a set of stairs in the west. Go east through a hidden path to find 8 entire treasure chests. However, each chest is guarded by a monster, so make sure you heal before opening any chests. The four main breasts contain elixir and are guarded by Ouroboro. The four lower breasts contain Phoenix Down
and are guarded by Cenchos. Once you've plundered the chests of drawers in a hidden room, back to the west room. He's getting better for the boss's fight. Boss: Odin [edit] Level 40 HP: 31,000 Weakness: - Gil: 16800 Exp: 20000 If you play 3D versions of the game, do not miss the opportunity to steal Gungnir Lance from Odin. In the nes version, Odin is
only potion steal. Start pouring Protect your designated Protect-caster, whether it's a mage casting protect or a Knight using Defender. Have the thief steal Gungniri from Odin and later attack with a chakra. Use Dragoon's Jump every step. After you win Odin, you will be given his invitation, Astroastro, to use as you wish. Temple of Time[edit] Temple of Time
Checklist: Equipment Diamond Helm Diamond Bracers Defender Sword Diamond Armor Behemoth Knife Diamond Gauntlets Diamond Shield Protect Ring Blood Lance Lamia Harp If you are ready for the success of the story, head to the very southern tip of the mainland in Saronia's. Sink your ship in the middle of the bay where time stamp falls asleep. If
you ever need to go back to the Floating Continent, travel west of the overturned U and head south. You're reaching the Floating Continent... and you do not have to use Sight. Enter the temple and follow the path to a large open space with water pools in the middle of the road. Stick to the north side, using your thief to enter the doors along the wall. The first
door obscures the chest containing the Diamond Helm, and the chest behind the second door holds the Diamond Bracers. Enter the water and walk northeast to find the stairs down. There's a coffin on the second floor that holds the Guardian's sword. You may have a user of this item in the majority spell Protect free; a very useful object indeed. Go
downstairs to the next floor. Head all the way to the east end of the room and up the stairs. Here's the chest of the Diamond Mail. Back to the entrance to the third floor and go north when the room opens. To the west, there's a room with a behemoth knife and diamond gloves. Then, cross the room to the east and go to the second floor. Go south, then west to
the Diamond Shield room. In the main hall east of the second room to find Noah's bones. Our work here is done, but before we go, there's one more thing to do. Behind the waterfall is a secret passage at the top of the long set of stairs you came down. In the Nes version, check the secret access location map. There are three breasts at the end of this
paragraph. You may suspect they're guarded by monsters, but this time they gave you a break. Crack chests open to find Blood Lance, Protect the Ring, and Lamia Harp. Now you're done with the timestamp, so Teleport or walk back out. out of the way.
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